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1 General

This document describes the general grounding principles for the Jernbaneverket GSM-R project for the systems delivery. The document is a subset of the High level network Description.

The following types of installation scenarios are covered:

- Central rooms
  - Marienborg Trondheim
  - BSC locations
  - Dispatcher TCC locations
- BTS and MW sites
- Tunnel systems

This document gives only the principal solution of the grounding system. There are grounding solutions that differ from this principal solution depending on local conditions and requirements. Please refer to the relevant Site Design Report for Civil Work and System for details on each site.
2 Grounding principles central rooms

This part describes the following:

- Grounding of rack based systems to the room ground
- Grounding of free standing equipment like terminals and PC’s

2.1 Grounding of rack based systems to the room ground

All rack based systems follow this scheme:

- All sub rack within a rack are connected to rack grounding bar within rack with cable of min 16 mm² dimension.
- Rack grounding shall be made on site by using a 5AWG (16mm²) or 3 AWG (25 mm²) copper cable or copper band dependent on length. The resistance of the ground cable must not exceed 0.1 ohm.
- The grounding principle are following the tree structure.
- Connection point to room ground must be provided by CW contractor.

Further details required for engineering are found in each systems installation manual

2.2 Grounding of free standing equipment e.g. terminals and PC’s

Grounding of free standing equipment is dependent on the equipment type (e.g. Shielded system, double insulated system). The installation manual per equipment type must be used as a reference, and the engineering be done on a per installation basis.
3 Grounding principles BTS and MW sites

3.1 Non-electrical lines

This part describes the following:

- Grounding of antenna and cable for the MW equipment
- Grounding of the systems and rack within the equipment hut.
- Termination of ground from the feeder cable on the BTS side.

The figure below describes the grounding principles for equipment on BTS and/or MW sites. The grounding scheme for the Grounding Plate at the hut are dependent on site location, please see chapter 5 “Grounding requirements for different roll-out site types” for requirements for the different sites type. The grounding planning for the hut are done on a per site basis, so see site documentation for such info.

The grounding shall be made on site by using a 5AWG (16mm2) or 3 AWG (25 mm2) copper cable or copper band dependent on length. The resistance of the ground cable must not exceed 0.1 ohm. The connection with the cable duct or grounding plate are done with a C-press Rk35mm2 Yellow/Green.

Further details required for engineering are found in each systems installation manual.

3.2 Electrical lines

There are no BTS/MW sites planned within the “slyngfelt” of electrical lines. However, this document will be revised and altered accordingly if this should occur in the future.
4 Grounding principles tunnel system

This chapter includes description of the different grounding and protection concepts for repeater systems in tunnel. The concepts are divided into two main categories:

- Non-electric lines  (tunnels in areas with diesel locomotives)
- Electric lines   (tunnels in areas with electric locomotives)

Any description of the connection from the ground plate to the main ground are covered in chapter 5 in this document. That includes any "impedans trafo" etc. potentially needed to separate local ground from rail ground.

The description shows the concepts, and is not a building document!
4.1 Drawing symbols

- Optical Fiber
- Jumper: 1/2" Superflex
- 1/2" Coax
- 7/8" Coax
- 1 1/4" Coax
- 1 1/4" Radiating Coax
- Grounding Cable
- Grounding Kit
- 50 Ohm End Resistor
- Surge Arrestor
- DC-Block
- Directional Coupler
- Splitter
- Hybrid Coupler
- 3veis splitter
- 7/16 Female connector
- 7/16 Male connector
- N Female connector
- N Male connector
- SMA Female connector
- SMA Male connector
- Ground plate

Skinnejord, Utevningsforbindelse til banestremmens returkrets (ref. JBV Regelverk JD 510). The symbol includes filters/impedance trafos etc.

Earthing point

Shelter wall
4.2 General Grounding and Shielding Principles

4.2.1 General for all lines (electrical and non-electrical)

1. Antennas
   a. Antennas are grounded by installing a ground cable to one of the brackets. The antenna pole (if made of metal) will also be grounded through the ground cable on the brackets.
   b. Antennas located outside the tunnel must always be grounded for lightning protection.
   c. If the antenna is grounded (local ground/rail ground), a DC block will be introduced to separate the ground potentials.

2. Repeaters
   a. The RF-Repeater, Master Unit and Remote Unit are grounded on the ground connector on the cabinet. The ground cable is connected to the ground bar in the shelter or installation frame (in tunnel)

3. Feeder cables
   a. All main feeder cables will be grounded close to the repeater equipment.

4. DC blocks
   a. The introduction of DC-blocks is done to protect equipment against harmful currents, and most important to protect personnel from possible contact with current carrying devices.
   b. DC-blocks separate different ground potentials to avoid undesired currents through the equipment.
   c. DC-blocks are also used to avoid health risk to personnel in case of current leakage, lightning etc.
   d. A possible hazard is when the electrical lines get in contact with the equipment (e.g. cable connectors) which might have fatal consequences. The DC-block will in this case prevent the flow of current!

5. Surge arrestors
   a. A surge arrestor will be introduced where there is a risk of lightning. That is in relation to antennas in the open. The surge arrestor also covers the grounding kit function.

6. Separate groundings
   a. If the distance between an antenna pole/mast and the equipment shelter is more than 20m, separate groundings shall be established. [1] (JD 560 chapter 9, section)

7. Risk of lightning
   a. When there is a risk for lightning a local ground must be established. In this case the antenna must be connected both to local ground and the rail ground. Then it is not necessary to isolate the antenna from the rock.

4.2.2 Non-electrical lines

1. General
   a. Antennas and radiating cables in tunnels will not be grounded.

2. Antennas
   a. The antenna must be isolated from the rock to avoid different ground potential between the antenna and the repeater equipment if the antenna doesn’t have local ground.

3. DC-block
   a. The DC-block will be of type 3kV.
4.2.3 Electrical lines

1. General
   a. The fundamental difference between electrical and non-electrical lines is the aerial contact wire and the return current in the rails.
   b. According to JBV regulations [2] (JD510, chapter 6, section 2.1) all conductive elements within 5m from the centre of the track ("slyngfelt") shall be grounded to the rails or longitudinal earth wire if present. See JD510 for further clarifications.
   c. Every antenna and radiating cable in the tunnel (in the "slyngfelt") shall be grounded.

2. Antennas
   a. The antennas should always be isolated from the tunnel rock to avoid return current from the train to flow through the antenna.

3. Repeaters
   a. It is important to isolate the repeater equipment grounding (shelter or installation frame) from other ground potentials, in order protect the repeater equipment from undesired current flow.
   b. The installation frame for the repeater inside the tunnel has to be isolated from the rock to avoid current running through the repeater into the rock (ground). The frame will be grounded to the rail grounding.

4. DC-Block
   a. The DC-block will be of type 15kV.

5. Rail ground (Skinnejord)
   a. The "skinnejord" symbol ("rail ground") in the drawings indicates that the earthing must be connected to the rail ground system. It does not consider potentially needed filters like "impedans trafo" etc. This will be included in the civil work documentation. See chapter 5.
4.3 Grounding and Protection of RF-Repeaters including pick-up path (donor path)

In this chapter the following principles are described:
- grounding of RF-Repeater cabinet
- grounding and protection of pick-up path (donor path) of the RF-Repeater. The same principle applies to overlap/HO-antennas mounted on the wall

**Figure 1** RF-Repeater and Pickup Antenna. The same principles applies to other overlap/HO-antennas mounted on the wall.

- When the pickup antenna is mounted on the repeater shelter, the strong bending on the feeder cable just before it enters the shelter, can possibly be an exit point for lightening. Due to this the grounding kit is situated before the bend.
- If the antenna is more than 20m from the shelter, a local ground should be established. In that case, the two grounds should be connected to offset the difference in ground potential. In this way a DC-block will be avoided.
4.4 Grounding and Protection of Remote Unit (optical repeater)

In this chapter the following principles are described:
- grounding of Remote Unit cabinet

![Diagram of Grounding of Remote Unit](image)

**Figure 2** Grounding of Remote Unit.
4.5 Grounding and Protection of tunnel feeders, antennas and radiating cable for non-electric lines

4.5.1 1 x RF-Repeater and tunnel antenna

- The coverage antenna is isolated from the tunnel rock to avoid a different ground potential between the antenna and the equipment.

4.5.2 1 x RF-Repeater and radiating cable with 50 ohm termination

Figure 3 RF-Repeater and Tunnel Antenne

Figure 4 RF-Repeater and RC with 50 Ohm termination.
4.5.3 1 x RF-Repeater and radiating cable with antenna inside the tunnel

- The antenna is isolated from the tunnel rock to avoid a different ground potential between the antenna and the equipment.

4.5.4 1 x RF-Repeater and radiating cable with antenna outside the tunnel

- A surge arrestor is connected close to the antenna to protect the radiating cable and the repeater equipment against lightening. The surge arrestor is connected to the ground cable coming from the antenna. Local ground is established.
- The DC-block separates the two local grounds, and it is not necessary to isolate the antenna from the rock.
4.5.5 2 x RF-Repeater and radiating cable

- The DC-blocks separates the two local grounds.
- There is one DC-block on each side of the radiating cable for safety reasons. That is to avoid a possible current flow during the installation. It is also convenient for standardisation of the installation.

4.5.6 Overlap/HO-antenna on the repeater side

- The antenna is isolated from the tunnel rock to avoid a different ground potential between the antenna and the equipment.
- If the antenna is more than 20m from the shelter, a local ground should be established. If the distance is considerable (>~100m) a DC-block should be introduced like in chapter 4.6.6.
4.5.7 1 x Remote Unit and antennas

Figure 9 Remote Unit and Antennas.

- In this case it is not necessary to isolate the antenna from the rock since the equipment is close to the antennas.

4.5.8 1 x Remote Unit and radiating cable

Figure 10 Remote Unit and RC

- The DC -blocks separates the local ground for the Remote Unit from the two different equipment grounds (one on each side).
4.5.9 Combinations of Remote Unit and RF-Repeater with radiating cable or 2 x Remote Unit with radiating cable

4.5.9.1 RF-Repeater and Remote Unit with radiating cable

For the RF-Repeater use the same principle as for

2 x RF repeater and radiating cable

For the Remote Unit use the same principle as described for

1 x Remote Unit and radiating cable.

4.5.9.2 2 x Remote Unit with radiating cable

For each Remote Unit use the same principle as described for

1 x Remote Unit and radiating cable.
4.6 Grounding and Protection of tunnel feeders, antennas and radiating cable for electric lines

4.6.1 1 x RF-Repeater and tunnel antenna

• The antenna is isolated from the tunnel rock to avoid return current from the train to flow through the antenna.
• The DC-block (inside the tube or cable trace) isolates the rail ground from the ground in the equipment shelter, and prevent all DC currents from flowing through the cables.

4.6.2 1 x RF-Repeater and radiating cable with 50 ohm termination

• The DC-block isolates the rail ground from the ground in the equipment shelter, and prevent all DC currents from flowing through the cables.
4.6.3 1 x RF-Repeater and radiating cable with antenna inside the tunnel

![Diagram of RF-Repeater, RC and overlap antenna inside the tunnel.]

- The antenna is isolated from the tunnel rock to avoid return current from the train to flow through the antenna.
- The DC-blocks isolate the rail ground from the ground in the equipment shelter, and prevent all DC currents from flowing through the cables.

4.6.4 1 x RF-Repeater and radiating cable with antenna outside the tunnel

![Diagram of RF-Repeater, RC and overlap antenna outside the tunnel.]

- The DC-blocks isolate the rail ground from the ground in the equipment shelter, and prevent all DC currents from flowing through the cables.
- A surge arrester is connected close to the antenna to protect the radiating cable and the repeater equipment against lightening. The surge arrester is connected to the ground cable coming from the antenna. Local ground is established. It is not necessary to isolate the antenna from the rock.
4.6.5 2 x RF-Repeater and radiating cable

- The DC-blocks isolates the rail ground from the ground in the equipment shelter, and prevent all DC currents from flowing through the cables.

4.6.6 Overlap/HO-antenna on the repeater side

- It is not necessary to isolate the antenna from the rock because it will be connected to the local ground
- The DC-blocks isolates the rail ground from the ground in the equipment shelter, and prevent all DC currents from flowing through the cables.

If the antenna and feeders are not closer than 5m from the tracks, the same solution as for non-electrical lines shall be used.
4.6.7 1 x Remote Unit and antennas

Figure 16 Remote Unit and Antennas

- The antennas are isolated from the tunnel rock to avoid return current from the train to flow through the antenna.
- The DC-blocks prevent all DC currents from flowing through the cables.

4.6.8 1 x Remote Unit and radiating cable

Figure 17 Remote Unit and Radiating Cable.

- The DC-blocks isolates the rail ground from the ground in the equipment shelter, and prevent all DC currents from flowing through the cables.
- **Note:** There shall not be more than one earth kit on the radiating cable. That is only one earth kit between two DC-blocks.
4.6.9 Combinations of Remote Unit and RF-Repeater with radiating cable or 2 x Remote Unit with radiating cable

4.6.9.1 RF-Repeater and Remote Unit with radiating cable

For the RF-Repeater use the same principle as described for 2 x RF-Repeater and radiating cable.

For the Remote Unit use the same principle as described for 1 x Remote Unit and radiating cable.

4.6.9.2 2 x Remote Unit with radiating cable

For each Remote Unit use the same principle as described for 1 x Remote Unit and radiating cable.

5 Grounding requirements for different roll-out site types

Netel has covered all aspects of main grounding for all various types of sites in the GSM-R project with respective grounding documents [3] - [29]. The main grounding is based upon a ring structure around the cabin/tower etc. All equipment (both 230V AC and 48V DC) will be connected to this ring on separate places. The ring will be extended with branches and terminated in the ground with x 1 nos. spears. The overall goal is to achieve a resistance of 40Ω. This is again dependant upon type of soil (swamp, rock, water or normal soil). All 48V DC telecom equipment will be grounded in the cabin on its own ground bar in one of the service racks, and from thereon be connected to the ring at a suitable place.

The grounding, for all different types of sites, will differ only when the site is within the “slyngfelt” of electric railway lines. This is further described in chapter 4 Grounding principles tunnel system. The major differences are described below:

Non-electrical lines

- Antennas and radiating cables inside tunnels will not be grounded unless there is a risk of lightning.
- The antenna must be isolated from the rock to avoid different ground potential between the antenna and the repeater equipment if the antenna doesn’t have local ground

Electrical lines

- Every antenna and radiating cable will be grounded.
- The antennas should always be isolated from the tunnel rock to avoid return current from the train to flow trough the antenna.
- The repeater equipment grounding shall be isolated form other ground potentials.
- The grounding in the shelter must not be connected directly to the rail ground.

1 x – Number of spears depend upon the type of ground conditions, i.e. water, swamp, rock or normal soil.
2 There are currently no BTS/MW sites planned within the “slyngfelt” of electrical lines.
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